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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

2022 AACA Zenith Award Winner Crowned
1929 Du Pont wins “Restoration of the Year”

Hershey, Pennsylvania, May 25, 2022 – The Antique Automobile Club of America (AACA) has selected a 1929
Du Pont for its 2022 Zenith Award winner. Owned by Lammot J. du Pont of McLean, Virginia, this automobile
is one of only 25 Model G Club Sedans ever built and is one of only a handful of Du Pont automobiles known to
exist today.
Under its hand-crafted body by the Merrimac Body Company, the limited production Du Pont was well known
for its superb engineering, outstanding performance and distinctive styling. Power is provided by a 322-cubicinch Continental inline-eight engine producing 125 horsepower.
This particular Du Pont started out as a total basket case that was little more than a parts car. After several
years of research and meticulous craftsmanship by its talented restorers, it rightfully earned the AACA’s
coveted Zenith Award for 2022.
This prestigious award recognizes the very best automobile restoration for its overall quality, authenticity and
rarity. The 13 automobiles that competed for this year’s Zenith Award, held at the AACA Grand Nationals in
Virginia Beach, Virginia, May 20-21, 2022, were selected from each of the AACA National shows in 2021. Only
one vehicle can be crowned “Restoration of the Year,” and this stunningly restored 1929 Du Pont clearly
deserved that honor.
“Despite tough competition from each of the vehicles nominated, the Du Pont exemplified the Zenith Award
as the finest restoration of the year and will wear that title well. The competing cars and owners were firstclass – a real testament to the fine spirit of the hobby,” stated Tom Cox, AACA Board VP and the founder of
the Zenith program.
Congratulations also goes to the runner-up, a 1928 Auburn Boattail Speedster owned by Richard and Helen
Harding of Beavercreek, Ohio.
Click here to view the AACA Zenith Award program listing all of the cars in the competition.
Founded in 1935, the AACA recognizes vehicles 25 years or older, and is considered the most inclusive antique
car club in the world. It honors cars, trucks and motorcycles produced in America and throughout the world.
With more than 55,000 members, it is also one of the largest clubs of its kind. For more details about the
AACA, please visit their website: www.aaca.org.
# # #
The AACA, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation, has served as the country's premier resource for the collectible vehicle community since its formation in 1935. Through its
national office, publications, online forums, Library and membership, the Club has assisted countless individuals, historians and collectors, along with other libraries, car clubs
and museums, in the quest to preserve and enjoy the antique automobile experience.
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